Connecting our Body of Knowledge
IRWA launches new Member Network
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Keeping members connected is more important than ever before. While posting Chapter and member photos and fun memes takes up a lot of real estate on IRWA social media sites, meeting new colleagues and solving problems online takes on greater importance as a member value, delivered on the all new IRWA Member Network.

The new IRWA Member Network is powered by Higher Logic, the world’s leader in member engagement with more than 25 million users in over 200,000 communities, of which IRWA is one. An important one! Whether posting resources in a Community of Practice, networking with members of like interest in another Chapter or posting a technical question in IRWA’s Open Forum, you have a powerful new tool at your fingertips, available anytime.

You can access the new IRWA Member Network from any device by clicking on the IRWA Network button at the bottom of IRWA’s web page. Once you register, you can sign up for any number of communities and determine your notification preferences for a summary of the postings that interest you.

From the Network home page you can see current discussions, view recently shared files, see what’s trending on IRWA’s Facebook and Twitter feeds and access a calendar of upcoming IRWA classes and events. We are ready when you are.

Think anyone will use it? Well, we’ve already surpassed the previous system for views per day in the first week the Network was launched.

Take advantage of this new tool and get connected with other members. IRWA represents a body of knowledge and body of experience you cannot access anywhere else. IRWA is the place infrastructure real estate professionals gather. Join in the discussion! Onward.